ENERGY RESILIENCE: DRIVING THE ENERGY TRANSITION, PROMOTING ENERGY SECURITY

Member Benefits include:

1. **Online Access to Global Reports & Data**
   EGIconnect is an unparalleled source of global data, including over 900 EGI technical reports, well logs and thousands of km of seismic data.

2. **New Research Studies**
   EGI scientists conduct timely research on energy, minerals, environmental science, and engineering. CA Members help to steer each project and receive a discount up to 25%.

3. **Peer Assist with EGI Scientists**
   Member receives one week of dedicated time from EGI experts on issues of the member’s choice, conducted at EGI, virtual, or at a member’s location.

4. **Training and Field Trip Courses**
   Membership includes one week of customized training courses and field trips.

5. **Energy Transition Briefings**
   Updates on EGI’s cutting-edge geothermal and carbon management research.

6. **State-of-the-Art Laboratory Facilities**
   In-house mineralogical, poroperm, source rock, and mechanical analyses are available to CA members at a discounted rate.

7. **Technical Webinars**
   EGI offers a series of webinars on timely topics related to the industry.

8. **Annual Corporate Associates Technical Conference**
   EGI hosts an annual technical event for CA member companies, where we share and discuss the latest and emerging research.

Annual membership is $55,000
Questions about the CA membership:
ContactEGI@egi.utah.edu | (801) 581 - 5126

---

**Bonus for 2022-23 CA Members:**
---

One-year complimentary trial access to our fully remodeled global offshore database - with thousands of wells and over 11 million samples, flexible search functions and engaging graphics.

$40K/year for Non-members
$30K/year for CA members

egi.utah.edu/icordsoffshore-egi